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The smart card authentication service module sends an initialization command to the SCReader drive module to initialize the smart card in the terminal device.

After the initialization, the smart card authentication service module sends an authentication request to the network side and the terminal device through the SCReader drive module.

Judge whether the operation results received from the network side and the terminal device are identical to each other?

No

The authentication of the SIM card is failed.

Yes

The authentication of the SIM card is passed.
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR AUTHENTICATING SMART CARD

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to the field of mobile communications and computers, particularly to an apparatus and a method for authenticating a smart card.

BACKGROUND

Nowadays, with the explosive development of global information, more requirements are presented on the wireless data terminal equipment; and the access and operation of a smart card, particularly a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) and a Universal Subscriber Identity Module (USIM), are more and more popular, thus the authentication of the smart card is more and more urgent. There are some solutions for authenticating a smart card authentication in a Windows operating system, but there are fewer authentication methods for an Apple operating system; therefore, the development of related products is limited to a great extent.

For global computer subscribers, the Apple operating system has a large share in the market, and more and more devices for authenticating the smart card need to be implemented in devices in the Apple operating system; therefore, a method for authenticating a smart card in the Apple operating system is needed.

However, due to the difference between the operating systems, if the method for authenticating the smart card in the Windows operating system is directly applied to the Apple operating system, it is necessary to rewrite a set of drivers for accessing the smart card in the Apple operating system, which has a large workload and is very complicated; therefore, a solution for authenticating the smart card needs to be designed according to characteristics of the Apple operating system.

SUMMARY

In view of this, the main objective of the disclosure is to provide an apparatus and a method for authenticating a smart card, which use an original module in an Apple computer, so as to reduce the workload, implement authenticating multiple smart cards, and also obtain high compatibility.

In order to achieve the objective above, the technical solution of the disclosure is implemented as follows.

The disclosure provides an apparatus for authenticating a smart card, which is configured to connect a terminal device and a network server which have authentication operation functions, and includes: a smart card authentication service module, a Smart Card Reader (SCReader) drive module, a Personnel Computer Smart Card Drive (psced) service module and a virtual serial port drive module, wherein

- the smart card authentication service module is configured to send an initialization command to the SCReader drive module, to send an authentication request to the terminal device and network server, and to compare the smart card authentication operation results received from the network server and the terminal device; when the results are identical to each other, the authentication of the smart card is passed;
- the SCReader drive module is configured to receive the initialization command from the smart card authentication service module and to send the authentication operation result from the terminal device to the smart card authentication service module;
- the psced service module is configured to provide a data transmission interface for the smart card authentication service module and to send data to the virtual serial port drive module through the SCReader drive module; and
- the virtual serial port drive module is configured to transmit data between the terminal device and the SCReader drive module.

The SCReader drive module may be specifically configured to receive the initialization command from the smart card authentication service module, to send a slot acquisition command to the terminal device through the virtual serial port drive module, to receive a slot number from the terminal device, then to send a power-on command to the terminal device, to send an Answer to Request (ATR) command returned by the terminal device to the smart card authentication service module, to receive a data transmission protocol type from the smart card authentication service module, and to encapsulate and then send the data transmission protocol type to the terminal device; and the smart card authentication service module may be specifically configured to receive the ATR command from the SCReader drive module, then to determine that the power-on is completed according to a definition of the power-on return value ATR in the smart card protocol, to select the data transmission protocol type corresponding to the smart card, and to send the data transmission protocol type to the SCReader drive module through the psced service module.

The smart card authentication service module may be further configured to send an information acquisition command to the SCReader drive module and to receive and store an International Mobile Subscriber Identifier (IMSI) from the SCReader drive module; and the SCReader drive module may be further configured to encapsulate and send the information acquisition command to the terminal device through the virtual serial port drive module, and to receive the IMSI from the terminal device.

The apparatus may further comprise: a subscriber interface module, configured to provide an operation interface for a subscriber, to send the initialization command to the smart card authentication service module, to send an authentication manner selection indication to the smart card authentication service module after being successfully powered on, to send an information acquisition command to the smart card authentication service module, and to send the authentication request to the smart card authentication service module.

The subscriber interface module may be specifically configured to send the authentication request; the smart card authentication service module may be further configured to receive the authentication request from the subscriber interface module, then to generate a random number and send the random number and authentication request to the SCReader drive module, and to send an IMSI, the random number and the authentication request to the network server to request the network server to perform the authentication operation; and the SCReader drive module may be further configured to encapsulate and send the random number and the authentication request to the terminal device to request the terminal device to perform the authentication operation.
The disclosure further provides a method for authenticating a smart card, which comprises:

- initializing the smart card in a terminal device;
- performing an authentication operation on the smart card by a network server and the terminal device respectively; and
- comparing the authentication operation results returned by the network server and the terminal device, wherein the authentication of the smart card is passed when the results are identical to each other.

The initializing the smart card in the terminal device may comprise: a Smart Card Reader (SCReader) drive module receiving the initialization command and then sending a slot acquisition command to the terminal device through a virtual serial port drive module; the terminal device returning a slot number in which the smart card is inserted to the SCReader drive module; the SCReader drive module receiving the slot number and then sending a power-on command to the terminal device through the virtual serial port drive; the terminal device, after being powered on, returning an Answer to Request (ATR) command to the SCReader drive module; the SCReader drive module sending the ATR command to the smart card authentication service module; the smart card authentication service module determines that the power-on is completed according to the ATR command; the smart card authentication service module selecting and sending a data transmission protocol type corresponding to the smart card to the SCReader drive module through a Personnel Computer Smart Card Drive (psecd) service module; and the SCReader drive module encapsulating and sending the data transmission protocol type to the terminal device.

The method may further comprise: after the smart card in the terminal device is initialized, the smart card authentication service module receiving an information acquisition command from a subscriber interface module and sending the information acquisition command to the SCReader drive module; the SCReader drive module encapsulating and then sending the information acquisition command to the terminal device; the terminal device receiving the information acquisition command, then sending an IMSI of the smart card to the smart card authentication service module through the SCReader drive module, and storing the IMSI.

The performing the authentication operation on the smart card by the network server and terminal device may comprise: the smart card authentication service module receiving an authentication request from the subscriber interface module, generating a random number and sending the random number and the authentication request to the SCReader drive module; the SCReader drive module encapsulating and then sending the random number and the authentication request to the terminal device; the terminal device performing the authentication operation according to the random number, sending an operation result to the smart card authentication service module through the SCReader drive module, and sending the random number, the IMSI and the authentication request to the network server; and the network server determining a type of the smart card according to the IMSI, performing the corresponding authentication operation on the smart card and sending an operation result to the smart card authentication service module.

Consequently, the apparatus and method for authenticating the smart card have the following advantages:

1: based on the existing virtual serial port drive module in the Apple computer, it is only necessary to construct the SCReader drive module and the smart card authentication service module, so that the original modules are well reused and the workload of the disclosure is reduced;

2: the smart card authentication service module and the SCReader drive module can select the data transmission protocols of multiple kinds of smart cards, so that the apparatus and method have high compatibility and are easy to expand and widely applied;

3: data transmission and the driving function of the smart card are respectively implemented by the virtual serial port drive module and the SCReader drive module; and the function separation degree is high; and

4: the characteristics of the Apple operating system are fully used; the smart card authentication service module and the SCReader drive module are connected by the interface of the psecd service module; then the smart card authentication service module sends data to the SCReader drive module by the interface of the psecd service module; and such constructed device has little change on the original operating system, high stability, high fault tolerance and low complexity.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

FIG. 1 is a structure diagram of a device for authenticating a smart card in the disclosure; and FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a method for authenticating a smart card in the disclosure.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

The basic idea of the disclosure is: a smart card authentication service module sends an initialization command to initialize a terminal device; after the initialization, the smart card authentication service module sends an authentication request to a network server and the terminal device, and compares smart card authentication operation results received from the network server and the terminal device; when the authentication results are identical to each other, the authentication of the smart card is passed.

The terminal device refers to a device in which a smart card is inserted, has an authentication operation function, and is connected to a computer in a wireless or wired manner.

The disclosure is further described below with reference to one preferred embodiment in detail, as shown in FIG. 1: the disclosure provides an apparatus for authenticating a smart card, which comprises: a smart card authentication service module 102, a Personnel Computer Smart Card Drive (psecd) service module 103, a Smart Card Reader (SCReader) drive module 104 and a virtual serial port drive module 105, wherein the smart card authentication service module 102 is configured to send an initialization command to the SCReader drive module 104 by the psecd service module 103, to perform authentication operation by a terminal device and a network server, and to compare authentication operation results received from the network server and terminal device; when the authentication results are identical to each other, the authentication of the smart card is passed; wherein the operation result includes a Ciphering Key (CK) and a Signature Response (SRES).

the SCReader drive module 104 is configured to receive the initialization command from the smart card authentication service module 102, so as to initialize the smart card in the terminal device, and to send the authentication operation result from the terminal device to the smart card authentication service module;
the pcesd service module 103 is configured to provide a data transmission interface of the smart card authentication service module 102, and to send data to the virtual serial port drive module 105 through the SCReader drive module 104; and

the virtual serial port drive module 105 is configured to transmit data between the SCReader drive module 104 and the terminal device.

The SCReader drive module 104 is specifically configured to receive the initialization command from the smart card authentication service module 102, to send a slot acquisition command to the terminal device through the virtual serial port drive module 105, to receive a slot number from the terminal device, then to send a power-on command to the terminal device, to send an Answer to Request (ATR) command returned by the terminal device to the smart card authentication service module 102, to receive a data transmission protocol type from the smart card authentication service module 102, and to encapsulate and then send the data transmission protocol type to the terminal device; the terminal device can only identify data of a Chip Smart Card Interface Device (CCID) protocol of a Universal Serial Bus (USB), thus the encapsulation is configured to convert data into the data which can be identified by the CCID protocol;

the terminal device is configured to receive the slot acquisition command from the SCReader drive module 104, to send the slot number, in which the smart card is inserted, to the SCReader drive module 104, to receive the power-on command from the SCReader drive module 104, then to return the ATR command, wherein the numerical value in the ATR command represents a power-on result; and to receive the data transmission protocol from the SCReader drive module 104; and

the smart card authentication service module 102 is specifically configured to receive the ATR command from the SCReader drive module 104, then to determine that the power-on is completed according to a definition of the power-on return value ATR in the smart card protocol; after the power-on is successful, to select the data transmission protocol type corresponding to the smart card, and to send the data transmission protocol type to the SCReader drive module 104 through the pcesd service module 103.

The smart card authentication service module 102 is further configured to send an information acquisition command to the SCReader drive module 104, and to receive and store an International Mobile Subscriber Identifier (IMSI) from the SCReader drive module 104; and

the SCReader drive module 104 is further configured to encapsulate and send the information acquisition command to the terminal device through the virtual serial port drive module 105, and to receive the IMSI from the terminal device; and

the terminal device receives the information acquisition command and then returns the IMSI to the SCReader drive module 104.

The apparatus further comprises:

a subscriber interface module 101, configured to provide an operation interface for a subscriber, to send the initialization command to the smart card authentication service module 102, to send an authentication manner selection indication to the smart card authentication service module 102 after being successfully powered on (i.e., selecting the data transmission protocol type corresponding to the smart card), and to send an information acquisition command to the smart card authentication service module 102, and to send the authentication request to the smart card authentication service module 102.

The subscriber interface module 101 is specifically configured to send the authentication request;

the smart card authentication service module 102 is further configured to receive the authentication request from the subscriber interface module 101, then to generate a random number by a random number algorithm according to data protocols of different smart cards, to send the random number and the authentication request to the SCReader drive module 104, and to send the IMSI, the random number and the authentication request to the network server; and

the SCReader drive module 104 is further configured to encapsulate and send the random number and the authentication request to the terminal device.

The terminal device is further configured to receive the authentication request, to perform the authentication operation according to the random number, and to send the operation result to the smart card authentication service module 102 through the SCReader drive module 104 and the pcesd service module 103; wherein the operation result includes the CK and the SRES; and

the network server is configured to receive the authentication request, then to determine the type of the smart card according to the IMSI, to perform the corresponding authentication algorithm, and to return the operation result to the smart card authentication service module 102.

The disclosure further provides a method for authenticating a smart card, as shown in FIG. 2.

Step S201: The smart card authentication service module sends an initialization command to the SCReader drive module to initialize the smart card in the terminal device.

A subscriber selects an initialization function through the subscriber interface module; the subscriber interface module sends a smart card initialization command to the smart card authentication service module; and the smart card authentication service module sends the smart card initialization command to the SCReader drive module through the pcesd service module.

The SCReader drive module receives the initialization command, and then sends a slot acquisition command to the terminal device through the virtual serial port drive module; after receiving the slot acquisition command, the terminal device sends a slot number, in which the smart card is inserted, to the SCReader drive module.

After receiving the slot number of the smart card, the SCReader drive module sends a power-on command to a slot, in which the smart card is inserted, in the terminal device through the virtual serial port drive module according to the slot number; the terminal device completes the power-on operation, and returns an ATR command to the SCReader drive module through the virtual serial port drive module, wherein the numerical value in the ATR command represents the power-on result; the SCReader drive module sends the ATR command to the smart card authentication service module; the smart card authentication service module determines that the power-on is completed according to a definition of the power-on return value ATR in the smart card protocol, and to send the data transmission protocol type to the subscriber interface module.

After the power-on is successful, the subscriber selects a corresponding authentication manner by the subscriber interface module according to the type of the inserted smart card, for example, a 2G smart card corresponds to a 2G authentication manner; the subscriber interface module sends an authentication manner selection indication to the smart card authentication service module; the smart card authentication service module selects a data transmission protocol type corresponding to the smart card, and sends the
data transmission protocol type to the SCReader drive module through the pscsd service module; the SCReader drive module encapsulates and sends the data transmission protocol type to the terminal device through the virtual serial port drive module so as to notify the terminal device to transmit data according to the data transmission protocol of the corresponding type, and the initialization is completed.

The data transmission protocol type for the smart card authentication service module can be expanded according to demands of the subscriber in order to implement the authentication of multiple kinds of smart cards.

Step S202: After the initialization, the smart card authentication service module sends an authentication request to the network side and the terminal device through the SCReader drive module.

The subscriber selects an information acquisition command through the subscriber interface module; the subscriber interface module sends the information acquisition command to the smart card authentication service module; the smart card authentication service module sends the information acquisition command to the SCReader drive module through the pscsd service module; the SCReader drive module encapsulates and sends the information acquisition command to the terminal device through the virtual serial port drive module; after receiving the information acquisition command, the terminal device sends the IMSI of the smart card to the SCReader drive module through the virtual serial port drive module; and the SCReader drive module sends the IMSI to the smart card authentication service module through the pscsd service module and stores the IMSI.

The subscriber selects an authentication request function through the subscriber interface module; the subscriber interface module sends the authentication request to the smart card authentication service module; the smart card authentication service module generates a random number by a random number algorithm according to data transmission protocols of different smart cards, and sends the random number and the authentication request to the SCReader drive module through the pscsd service module; the SCReader drive module encapsulates and sends the random number and the authentication request to the terminal device through the virtual serial port drive module; the terminal device performs the authentication operation according to the random number and returns the operation result to the SCReader drive module; and the SCReader drive module sends the operation result to the smart card authentication service module, wherein the operation result includes the CK and the SRES.

The smart card authentication service module sends the random number, the IMSI and the authentication request to the network server at the network side; the authentication request can be either synchronously sent with the authentication request sent to the terminal device, or sent separately, which is determined by the subscriber according to different requirements; the network server, after receiving the random number and the IMSI, determines the type of the smart card according to the IMSI, then performs the corresponding authentication operation and returns the operation result to the smart card authentication service module.

Step S203: The smart card authentication service module judges whether the operation results received from the network side and the terminal device are identical to each other; if yes, step S204 is executed; otherwise, step S205 is executed.

Step S204: If the operation results are identical, the authentication of the smart card is passed, the results are returned to the subscriber interface module, and the flow is ended.

Step S205: If the operation results are different, the authentication of the smart card is failed, the results are returned to the subscriber interface module, and the flow is ended.

What described above are only preferred embodiments of the disclosure, and the scope of protection of the disclosure is not limited herein; any modifications, equivalent replacements, improvements and the like within the spirit and principle of the disclosure shall fall within the scope of protection of the disclosure.

What is claimed is:

1. An apparatus for authenticating a smart card, the apparatus is located in computer and configured to connect a terminal device and a network server which have an authentication operation function;

   - the apparatus comprising: a smart card authentication service module, a Smart Card Reader (SCReader) drive module, a Personnel Computer Smart Card Drive (pscscd) service module and a virtual serial port drive module, wherein the pscsd service module and the virtual serial port drive module are existing modules of the computer; the smart card authentication service module and the SCReader drive module are new added modules;

   - the smart card authentication service module is configured to send an initialization command to the SCReader drive module, to send an authentication request to the terminal device and the network server, and to compare smart card authentication operation results received from the network server and the terminal device; when the results are identical to each other, the authentication of the smart card is passed;

   - the SCReader drive module is configured to receive the initialization command from the smart card authentication service module and to send the authentication operation result from the terminal device to the smart card authentication service module;

   - the pscsd service module is reused to provide a data transmission interface for the smart card authentication service module and to send data to the virtual serial port drive module through the SCReader drive module; and

   - the virtual serial port drive module is reused to transmit data between the terminal device and the SCReader drive module;

   - the SCReader drive module is specifically configured to receive the initialization command from the smart card authentication service module, to send a slot acquisition command to the terminal device through the virtual serial port drive module, to receive a slot number from the terminal device, then to send a power-on command to the terminal device, and send an Answer to Request (ATR) command returned by the terminal device to the smart card authentication service module, to receive a data transmission protocol type from the smart card authentication service module, and to encapsulate and then send the data transmission protocol type to the terminal device; and

   - the smart card authentication service module is specifically configured to receive the ATR command from the SCReader drive module, then to determine that the power-on is completed according to a definition of the power-on return value ATR in the smart card protocol, to select the data transmission protocol type corre-
sponding to the smart card, and to send the data transmission protocol type to the SReader drive module through the pced service module; wherein the smart card authentication service module, the SReader drive module, the pced service module and the virtual serial port drive module are each the result of execution on a processor of instructions stored in a memory.

2. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the smart card authentication service module is further configured to send an information acquisition command to the SReader drive module and to receive and store an International Mobile Subscriber Identifier (IMSI) from the SReader drive module; and the SReader drive module is further configured to encapsulate and send the information acquisition command to the terminal device through the virtual serial port drive module, and to receive the IMSI from the terminal device.

3. The apparatus according to claim 2, further comprising: a subscriber interface module, configured to provide an operation interface for a subscriber, to send the initialization command to the smart card authentication service module, to send an authentication manner selection indication to the smart card authentication service module after being successfully powered on, to send an information acquisition command to the smart card authentication service module, and to send the authentication request to the smart card authentication service module;

wherein the subscribers interface module is a result of execution on a processor of instructions stored in a memory.

4. The apparatus according to claim 3, wherein the subscriber interface module is specifically configured to send the authentication request;

the smart card authentication service module is further configured to receive the authentication request from the subscriber interface module, then to generate a random number and send the random number and authentication request to the SReader drive module, and to send an IMSI, the random number and the authentication request to the network server to request the terminal device to perform the authentication operation;

5. The apparatus according to claim 1, further comprising: a subscriber interface module, configured to provide an operation interface for a subscriber, to send the initialization command to the smart card authentication service module, to send an authentication manner selection indication to the smart card authentication service module after being successfully powered on, to send an information acquisition command to the smart card authentication service module, and to send the authentication request to the smart card authentication service module;

wherein the subscriber interface module is a result of execution on a processor of instructions stored in a memory.

6. The apparatus according to claim 5, wherein the subscriber interface module is specifically configured to send the authentication request;

the smart card authentication service module is further configured to receive the authentication request from the subscriber interface module, then to generate a random number and send the random number and authentication request to the SReader drive module, and to send an IMSI, the random number and the authentication request to the network server to request the network server to perform the authentication operation; and the SReader drive module is further configured to encapsulate and send the random number and the authentication request to the terminal device to request the terminal device to perform the authentication operation.

7. A method for authenticating a smart card, applied to an apparatus for authenticating the smart card; the apparatus is located in a computer and comprises a smart card authentication service module and a Smart Card Reader (SReader) drive module, the pced service module and the virtual serial port drive module, wherein the pced service module and the virtual serial port drive module are existing modules of the computer; the smart card authentication service module and the SReader drive module are new added modules; the method comprising:

initializing the smart card in a terminal device;
performing an authentication operation on the smart card by a network server and the terminal device respectively; and comparing the authentication operation results returned by the network server and the terminal device, wherein the authentication of the smart card is passed when the results are identical to each other;

wherein the initializing the smart card in the terminal device comprises:
the SReader drive module receiving the initialization command and then sending a slot acquisition command to the terminal device through the virtual serial port drive module; the terminal device returning a slot number in which the smart card is inserted to the SReader drive module; the SReader drive module receiving the slot number and the sending a power-on command to the terminal device through the virtual serial port drive module;
the terminal device, after being powered on, returning an Answer to Request (ATR) command to the SReader drive module; the SReader drive module sending the ATR command to the smart card authentication service module; the smart card authentication service module determines that the power-on is completed according to the ATR command;
the smart card authentication service module selecting and sending a data transmission protocol type corresponding to the smart card to the SReader drive module through the pced service module; and the SReader drive module encapsulating and sending the data transmission protocol type to the terminal device; wherein the smart card authentication service module, the SReader drive module, the pced service module and the virtual serial port drive module are each the result of execution on a processor of instructions stored in a memory.

8. The method according to claim 7, further comprising: after the smart card in the terminal device is initialized, the smart card authentication service module receiving an information acquisition command from a subscriber interface module of the apparatus and sending the information acquisition command to the SReader
drive module; the SCReader drive module encapsulating and then sending the information acquisition command to the terminal device; the terminal device receiving the information acquisition command, then sending an IMSI of the smart card to the smart card authentication service module through the SCReader drive module, and storing the IMSI; wherein the subscriber interface module is a result of execution on a processor of instructions stored in a memory.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein the network server and terminal device perform the authentication operation on the smart card comprises:

the smart card authentication service module receiving an authentication request from the subscriber interface module, generating a random number and sending the random number and the authentication request to the SCReader drive module; the SCReader drive module encapsulating and then sending the random number and the authentication request to the terminal device; the terminal device performing the authentication operation according to the random number, sending an operation result to the smart card authentication service module through the SCReader drive module, and sending the random number, the IMSI and the authentication request to the network server; and the network server determining a type of the smart card according to the IMSI, performing the corresponding authentication operation on the smart card and sending an operation result to the smart card authentication service module.